Research outputs

Journal articles

Towards a Typology of Sustainability Practices: A Study of the Potentials and Challenges of Sustainable Practices at the Firm Level
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

Do the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals matter for social entrepreneurial ventures? A bottom-up perspective
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

Regional Development Through Entrepreneurial Exaptation: Epistemological Displacement, Affordances, and Collective Agency in Rural Regions
Gaddefors, J., Korsgaard, S. & Ingstrup, M. B., Feb 2020, In : Journal of Rural Studies. 74, p. 244-256
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

Coding Qualitative Data: A Synthesis Guiding the Novice
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

Urban Farmers and Cowboy Coders: Re-Imagining Rural Venturing in the 21st Century
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

Resources and Bridging: The Role of Spatial Context in Rural Entrepreneurship
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

Opportunities, Time, and Mechanisms in Entrepreneurship: On the Practical Irrelevance of Propensities
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

Knowledge as the Source of Opportunity
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

A Tale of Two Kirzners: Time, Uncertainty and the "Nature" of Opportunities
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review
Entrepreneurship as Re-sourcing: Towards a New Image of Entrepreneurship in a Time of Financial, Economic and Socio-spatial Crisis
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

The promise of entrepreneurship education: Reconceptualizing the individual-opportunity nexus as a conceptual framework for entrepreneurship education
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

Rural Entrepreneurship or Entrepreneurship in the Rural: Between Place and Space
Korsgaard, S., Müller, S. & Tanvig, H. W., 2 Mar 2015, In : International Journal of Entrepreneurial Behavior & Research. 21, 1, p. 5-26
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

The Best of Both World: How Rural Entrepreneurs Use Placial Embeddedness and Strategic Networks to Create Opportunities
Korsgaard, S., Ferguson, R. & Gaddefors, J., 2015, In : Entrepreneurship & Regional Development. 27, 9-10, p. 574-598
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

Methods in Entrepreneurship Education Research: A Review and Integrative Framework
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

It's really out there: A review of the critique of the discovery view of opportunities
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

Entrepreneurship as everyday practice: towards a personalized pedagogy of enterprise education
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

Enacting entrepreneurship as social value creation
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

Entrepreneurship as translation: Understanding entrepreneurial opportunities through actor-network theory
Korsgaard, S. T., 2011, In : Entrepreneurship & Regional Development. 23, 7-8, p. 661-680
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

Opportunity formation in social entrepreneurship
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

The questions we care about: Paradigms and progression in entrepreneurship education
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review

When international management meets diversity management: The case of IKEA
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article › Research › peer-review
Sites and Enactments: A nominalist approach to opportunities
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Book chapter › Research

Essays on Entrepreneurial Opportunities

Sites and Enactments: A Method for studying Entrepreneurial Opportunities
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings › Research › peer-review

Playtime is Over? A Poststructuralist Approach to Entrepreneurship
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings › Research › peer-review

Other research outputs
Entrepreneurial Prototyping – A Review and Some Design Principles
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review

How Entrepreneurs Use Prototyping to Manage and Reduce Uncertainty: (Extended Abstract)
Korsgaard, S., 2018. 6 p.
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Conference abstract for conference › Research

Regional Development Through Entrepreneurial Exaptation: A Longitudinal Case Study
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review

A Note of Caution on Systematic Literature Reviews in Entrepreneurship Research
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review

Is there a role for affect and emotion in entrepreneurship education?
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review

Food-regime(s) at a crossroad: The future of present and future of Danish food
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Conference abstract for conference › Research

In the engine room of localization: The entrepreneur in the new rural landscapes
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Conference abstract for conference › Research

Entrepreneurship as re-sourcing: Towards a new image of entrepreneurship in a time of financial, economic and socio-spatial crisis
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review

Mixed embeddedness and rural entrepreneurship
Researching entrepreneurship education: A methodological framework
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review

Challenges in the Multi-cultural and Lingual Classroom: How to Navigate as the Lecturer?
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research

Entrepreneurship as everyday practice: Towards a personalized pedagogy of enterprise education
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review

Narratives and storytelling in the entrepreneurial classroom
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review

Rural entrepreneurship: Between place and space
Korsgaard, S., Müller, S. & Tanvig, H. W., 2011.
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review

Unleashing enterprising creativity through novel pedagogy
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Poster › Research

A Tale of Two Kirzners: Time, uncertainty and the 'nature' of opportunities.
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review

Entrepreneurial action, sustainability and bricolage
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research

Sustainability and Entrepreneurial Action
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review

Terroir, storytelling and cultural heritage as opportunity for island entrepreneurship
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review

Beyond discovery: A review of the critique of the discovery view of opportunities
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review

Frem over stepperne: Iværksætteri uden planlægning
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review

Entrepreneurial Moments and Momentum
Research output: Contribution to conference without publisher/journal › Paper › Research › peer-review
Mangfoldighedsledelse og internationalisering
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Book chapter › Communication

Sted som ressource
Korsgaard, S., 2. Sep 2011
Research output: Other contribution › Net publication - Internet publication › Communication

Ledelsesudvikling i ejerledede virksomheder med vækstambitioner
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Book chapter › Communication

Activities

Editorial work
Entrepreneurship & Regional Development (Journal)
Steffen Korsgaard (Peer reviewer)
1. Jun 2017 → …
Activity: Editorial work and peer review › Editor of research journal › Research

International Small Business Journal (Journal)
Steffen Korsgaard (Editor)
2017 → …
Activity: Editorial work and peer review › Editor of research journal › Research

Memberships and boards
PhD committee (Event)
Steffen Korsgaard (Chairman)
6. Feb 2018
Activity: Membership › Membership of committees, commissions, boards, councils, associations, organisations, or similar

Entrepreneurship Studies Network (External organisation)
Steffen Korsgaard (Vice chairman)
2015 → …
Activity: Membership › Board duties in companies, associations, or public organisations

Review committees
PhD Committee: University of Oslo (Event)
Steffen Korsgaard (Member)
Activity: Membership › Membership of review committee

Doctoral Fellowship Programme of the Austrian Academy of Sciences (External organisation)
Steffen Korsgaard (Member)
Apr 2020
Activity: Membership › Membership of review committee

Halmstad University (External organisation)
Steffen Korsgaard (Member)
28. Feb 2020
Activity: Membership › Membership of review committee

Lund University (External organisation)
Steffen Korsgaard (Member)
Dec 2019 → …
Activity: Membership › Membership of review committee

Riksbankens Jubileumsfond (External organisation)
Steffen Korsgaard (Member)
Oct 2019 → …
Activity: Membership › Membership of review committee

Johannes Kepler University (External organisation)
Steffen Korsgaard (Member)
Jun 2019 → …
Activity: Membership › Membership of review committee

University of Oslo (External organisation)
Steffen Korsgaard (Chairman)
Jun 2019 → …
Activity: Membership › Membership of review committee

Assessment Committee, Assistant Professor, Aarhus University (Event)
Steffen Korsgaard (Member)
Oct 2018
Activity: Membership › Membership of review committee

Assessment Committee, Associate Professor, University of Southern Denmark (Event)
Steffen Korsgaard (Chairman)
Oct 2018
Activity: Membership › Membership of review committee

Assessment Committee, Associate Professor (Event)
Steffen Korsgaard (Member)
Oct 2017
Activity: Membership › Membership of review committee

PhD assessment committee (Event)
Steffen Korsgaard (Member)
Oct 2017
Activity: Membership › Membership of review committee

PhD assessment committee (Event)
Steffen Korsgaard (Chairman)
Aug 2017
Activity: Membership › Membership of review committee

Conferences
**Research workshop on "Dealing with Uncertainty"**  
Silke Tegtmeier (Organizer), , Ferran Giones (Organizer), , Kari Kleine (Participant), , Susanne Gretzinger (Participant), , Vivek Menon (Participant), , Michael Sørensen (Participant), , Stephanie Birkner (Participant), , Vibeke Schmidt (Participant), , Daniel Laufs (Participant), , Tetyana Melnychuk (Participant), , Ali Ahmad Malik (Participant), , Sara Said Mosleh (Participant), & Steffen Korsgaard (Participant)  
29. Apr 2019  
Activity: Attending an event › Organisation or participation in workshops, courses or seminars

**Research Workshop on Experimentation and Entrepreneurship**  
Steffen Korsgaard (Organizer), & Steffen Paust (Organizer)  
8. Jan 2019  
Activity: Attending an event › Organisation or participation in workshops, courses or seminars

**Fremtids Erhvervsvremme**  
Mads Bruun Ingstrup (Organizer), , Majbritt Rostgaard Evald (Organizer), & Steffen Korsgaard (Organizer)  
28. Nov 2018  
Activity: Attending an event › Organisation or participation in workshops, courses or seminars

**PDW at the Academy of Management Annual Meeting**  
Steffen Korsgaard (Organizer)  
10. Aug 2018  
Activity: Attending an event › Organisation or participation in workshops, courses or seminars

**International Research Workshop on Entrepreneurship and Context**  
Steffen Korsgaard (Organizer)  
2018  
Activity: Attending an event › Organisation or participation in workshops, courses or seminars

**Doctoral Consortium on Entrepreneurship and Innovation for Sustainability**  
Silke Tegtmeier (Chairman), , Frederik Gottlieb (Organizer), , Ferran Giones (Organizer), , Steffen Korsgaard (Panel member), , Gry Alsos (Panel member), , Alexander Brem (Panel member), , Kim Klyver (Panel member), , Fei Yu (Panel member), , Jay Mitra (Panel member), & Ursula Weisenfeld (Panel member)  
Activity: Attending an event › Organisation or participation in workshops, courses or seminars

**SDU- EIS Doctoral Consortium**  
Steffen Korsgaard (Panel member)  
Activity: Attending an event › Organisation or participation in workshops, courses or seminars

**ECSB Mentoring Program**  
Steffen Korsgaard (Organizer)  
1. Oct 2017 → …  
Activity: Attending an event › Organisation or participation in workshops, courses or seminars

**Other activities**

**Consultancy**

**International Experience in Leveraging Business Development Services for SME Productivity Growth – Implications for UK Policy**  
Steffen Korsgaard (Expert)  
Apr 2018 → May 2018  
Activity: Public and private sector consultation › Consultancy

**Research visits**
Johannes Kepler University
Steffen Korsgaard (Visiting researcher)
Activity: Visiting another research institution

University of Oslo
Steffen Korsgaard (Visiting researcher)
2015 → …
Activity: Visiting another research institution

Prizes
Annual Research Award
Korsgaard, Steffen (Recipient)
Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management, Entrepreneurship and Organization

Details
Awarded date 2013
Degree of recognition Local
Granting organisation Aarhus University

Best Paper Award
Korsgaard, Steffen (Recipient)
Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management, Entrepreneurship and Organization

Details
Awarded date 2014
Degree of recognition International
Granting organisation Nordic Council for Small Business
event Nordic Conference on Small Business

Highly Commended Paper Award
Korsgaard, Steffen (Recipient)
Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management, Entrepreneurship and Organization

Description
Highly Commended Paper Award in Journal of Enterprising Communities

Details
Awarded date 2017
Degree of recognition International
Granting organisation Emerald Publishing

Highly Commended Paper Award
Korsgaard, Steffen (Recipient)
Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management, Entrepreneurship and Organization

Description
Highly Commended Paper Award in International Journal of Entrepreneurial Behaviour and Research

Details
Outstanding Paper Award
Korsgaard, Steffen (Recipient)
Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management, Entrepreneurship and Organization

Description
Outstanding Paper Award in Education+Training

Details
Awarded date 2016
Degree of recognition International
Granting organisation Emerald Publishing

Projects
CEED - Circular Economy Entrepreneurship in Denmark
Korsgaard, S., Coordinator, Entrepreneurship and Organization, Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management
Project number 45033
01/01/2020 → 31/12/2021
Supplemental project type Research, EU

CEED: Circular Economy Entrepreneurship in Denmark
The overall purpose of the CEED project is to contribute to the transition to a circular economy by identifying the enablers and barriers for CE entrepreneurship. CEED is an explorative research project that uses a combination of methods to develop innovative solutions to overcome these barriers in Denmark and beyond.
Korsgaard, S., Head coordinator, Entrepreneurship and Organization, Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management
01/10/2019 → 30/09/2021

Development Program for Social Innovators
Korsgaard, S., Head coordinator, Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management, Entrepreneurship and Organization
01/06/2018 → 30/11/2018
Supplemental project type Danish Public Sources
Collaborators Kolding Kommune, Vejle Kommune, University of Southern Denmark

International Research Workshop on Entrepreneurship and Context
Korsgaard, S., PI, Entrepreneurship and Organization, Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management
Project number 68815
24/05/2018 → 01/10/2018
Supplemental project type Research, Danish Private Sources
**SME's and Public-Private Innovation to solve Grand Challenges**
Korsgaard, S., Coordinator, Entrepreneurship and Organization, Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management
Evald, M. R., Co-PI, IER Development, Entrepreneurship and Organization, Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management
Ingstrup, M. B., Co-PI, Business-to-Business Marketing and Supply Chain Management, Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management
Project number: 15458
01/01/2020 → 31/01/2021
Supplemental project type: Danish Private Sources

**Sociale Innovatører**
Korsgaard, S., PI, Entrepreneurship and Organization, Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management
Project number: 35714
01/01/2018 → 31/12/2018
Supplemental project type: Research, Danish Public Sources

**Sociale Innovatører - Vejle Kommune**
Korsgaard, S., PI, Entrepreneurship and Organization, Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management
Project number: 35715
01/01/2018 → 31/12/2018
Supplemental project type: Research, Danish Public Sources

**The role of context and embeddedness for entrepreneurship**
Korsgaard, S., PI, Entrepreneurship and Organization, Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management
Project number: 15956
01/01/2017 → 31/12/2018
Supplemental project type: Research, Foreign Sources

**Press and media**
* Siden 2010 har Dansk Industri målt erhvervsklimaet i de danske kommuner...
  Steffen Korsgaard
  10/10/2019
  Media contribution
  Press/Media: Press / Media
Siden 2010 har Dansk Industri målt erhvervsklimaet i de danske kommuner...  
Steffen Korsgaard  
10/10/2019  
1 Media contribution  
Press/Media: Press / Media

Siden 2010 har Dansk Industri målt erhvervsklimaet i de danske kommuner...  
Steffen Korsgaard  
10/10/2019  
1 Media contribution  
Press/Media: Press / Media

Siden 2010 har Dansk Industri målt erhvervsklimaet i de danske kommuner...  
Steffen Korsgaard  
10/10/2019  
1 Media contribution  
Press/Media: Press / Media

Siden 2010 har Dansk Industri målt erhvervsklimaet i de danske kommuner...  
Steffen Korsgaard  
10/10/2019  
1 Media contribution  
Press/Media: Press / Media

1 ud af 3 iværksættere er kvinder  
Steffen Korsgaard  
08/10/2017  
1 Media contribution  
Press/Media: Press / Media

Arbejdet med en ny vækststrategi er begyndt  
Steffen Korsgaard  
28/08/2019  
1 Media contribution  
Press/Media: Press / Media

Arbejdet med en ny vækststrategi er begyndt  
Steffen Korsgaard  
28/08/2019  
1 Media contribution  
Press/Media: Press / Media

Arbejdet med en ny vækststrategi er begyndt  
Steffen Korsgaard  
28/08/2019  
1 Media contribution  
Press/Media: Press / Media

Entreprenørskab og Relationsledelse  
Steffen Korsgaard  
02/06/2020  
1 Media contribution
Entreprenørskab og Relationsledelse: SDU får inspiration og projektidéer på tur til Bruxelles
Steffen Korsgaard
12/12/2019
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Flere produktionsvirksomheder kunne have gavn af at bo i landdistriktene
Steffen Korsgaard
09/03/2018
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

I NYE JOB
Steffen Korsgaard
10/06/2020
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media
Istitut for Entreprenørskab og Relationsledelse på SDU får ny leder
Steffen Korsgaard
28/05/2020
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Iværksætterkonkurrencer er en lukket fest for mænd
Steffen Korsgaard
03/11/2017
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Lad os gøre op med den traditionelle tænkning af kommunal erhvervsfremme
Steffen Korsgaard
10/10/2019
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media
Lad os gøre op med den traditionelle tænkning af kommunal erhvervsfremme
Steffen Korsgaard
10/10/2019
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

NAVNE I NOTER
Steffen Korsgaard
02/06/2020
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Nyt om navne
Steffen Korsgaard
14/06/2020
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Produktionsvirksomheder kan have gavn af at bo i landdistrikterne
Steffen Korsgaard
09/03/2018
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media
Produktionsvirksomheder kan have gavn af at bo i landdistrikterne
Steffen Korsgaard
09/03/2018
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Produktionsvirksomheder kan have gavn af at bo i landdistrikterne
Steffen Korsgaard
09/03/2018
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Qoute
Steffen Korsgaard
10/10/2019
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Stærkt samarbejde med SDU om entreprenørskab 28.05.2018
Steffen Korsgaard
28/05/2018
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Steffen Korsgaard bliver ny institutleder
Steffen Korsgaard
28/05/2020
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Steffen Korsgaard bliver ny institutleder
Steffen Korsgaard
03/06/2020
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Steffen Korsgaard bliver ny institutleder
Steffen Korsgaard
29/06/2020
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Steffen Korsgaard bliver ny institutleder
Steffen Korsgaard
29/06/2020
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Steffen Korsgaard bliver ny institutleder
Steffen Korsgaard
06/07/2020
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Steffen Korsgaard bliver ny institutleder
Steffen Korsgaard
17/07/2020
1 Media contribution
Tre Marie Curie Fellowships
Steffen Korsgaard
28/02/2019
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Udflytning af virksomheder
Steffen Korsgaard
09/03/2018
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Universitet ansætter ny institutleder
Steffen Korsgaard
30/05/2020
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Universitet i Kolding ansætter ny chef
Steffen Korsgaard
29/05/2020
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Universitet i Kolding ansætter ny chef
Steffen Korsgaard
29/05/2020
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Universitet i Kolding ansætter ny chef
Steffen Korsgaard
02/06/2020
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media

Virksomhed flyttede fra København til Sønderjylland: Nu er omsætningen steget med 60 procent
Steffen Korsgaard
09/03/2018
1 Media contribution
Press/Media: Press / Media
Teaching portfolio

Teaching Philosophy
My teaching philosophy centers on creating a balance between teacher instruction and activating the students so that they achieve a high level of learning. I seek to always inform thoroughly about the topic and provide students with the opportunity to work with the topic to acquire hands on experience. I have therefore, over the years, implemented different types of multimedia elements, experiments, group work and project activities. Such activities have been successful in creating flexible and inclusive learning experiences that cater to the increasingly heterogeneous student population that I meet in classes.

Traditional lecturing will rarely suffice for students to obtain deep learning of topics such as entrepreneurship and methods. It is therefore important to supplement lecturing and reading activities with other forms of activities where the students get to work with, reflect on and experience the phenomena and techniques presented in readings and lectures. While different courses and topics provide very different conditions for this, I always try to implement as much of such activities as possible.

Teaching experience
During my career, I have gained extensive experience with course development, teaching, supervision and examination. An overview of my involvement in courses as the course responsible and/or teacher is listed below. (The list only includes teaching when this has involved being part of the development of the course).

Philosophy of Science (in Danish), BSc at SDU, Teacher Course responsible, 2017-

Intra- and Entrepreneurship Theory and Policy, MSs in Strategic Entrepreneurship at SDU, 2017-

Management Research Methods, MSc's in Strategy, Organization and Leadership, Innovation Management, International Business at AU, Teacher, Course responsible, Project supervisor, 2013-2016, Course responsible since 2015

Social Entrepreneurship, BSc at AU, 2016

Social Innovation, MSc in Diakonia at the Faculty of Arts, AU, Course responsible, Teacher, 2015-2016

Organizational Innovation (In Danish), BSc at AU, Course responsible, Teacher, 2013-2014

Summer school on entrepreneurship courses in the PACE research projectAU and Aalto University in Finland, Teacher

Entrepreneurship, MSc in Strategy, Organization and Leadership, ASB/AU, Course responsible, Teacher, 2008-2013, Course responsible 2010-2013

Philosophy of Science and Qualitative Methods, MSc in Strategy, Organization and Leadership, ASB, Course responsible, 2007

In addition to the courses listed above, I have undertaken smaller teaching roles in a large number of courses on entrepreneurship, innovation, organization theory and qualitative methods at AU.

Supervision activities have also been a major part of my teaching portfolio, and I have supervised a significant number of bachelor, master and MBA projects at AU.
At the PhD level I have been invited as guest lecturer on multiple occasions, giving talks on topics such as entrepreneurial opportunities, entrepreneurship and context, and the process of writing a PhD. Guest lectures have thus been given at Nord University in Bodø, Norway (twice), SLU in Uppsala Sweden (twice) as well as at AU. In addition to guest lecturing at PhD courses, I have organized multiple PhD workshops at the RENT conference 2013-2015, as well as at the ICSB conference in 2014. The role included organizing the event, selecting participants, organizing feedback from other senior colleagues as well as lecturing and facilitating discussion.

**Formal education in teaching methods**

I have taken a number of courses on teaching to develop my teaching skills and continually challenge myself to experiment with new methods and ideas to enhance the learning of my students. I have also sought to adapt to the changing teaching environment of larger classes and higher expectations for interaction from the students along with the adoption of new technologies. An overview of my course activity is provided below.

- Course on Case based teaching at Aarhus University, 2016
- Course on supervision offered at Aarhus University, 2015
- Training program in university teaching for assistant professors. Mandatory program for assistant professors at AU offered by UPnet. Including educational and academic supervision in relation to the training program and an elective module on e-learning, 2011 (course certificate included in the application)
- Supervision course for teachers at ASB offered by Learning Styles Lab at ASB, 2009